The use of gauze as the interface material is relatively new to the mass market, although clinicians have been using gauze-based negative pressure for a number of years (Chariker et al, 1989). The first negative pressure systems to be mass produced were used with a foam-based wound interface material. KCI adopted a dressing technique which involved the insertion of drainage tubes into the foam dressing, with a seal being created around the entry site (Argenta and Marykwas, 1997). Despite the obvious value of the therapy and good clinical outcomes, this early technique was difficult to carry out and could lead to problems in getting a seal.

Over time, KCI developed the T.R.A.C.® Pad system which allowed suction to be applied using a single tube which is placed over a small hole cut in the drape. This is sealed to the dressing, creating an easier to apply leak-proof drainage system (Jones et al, 2005).

As this technology evolved, a number of centres were active in the application of gauze-based therapy using drains as part of the dressing technique (Chariker et al, 1989).

The use of gauze has been pioneered by Dr Mark Chariker, who, along with senior nurse Katherine Jeter, developed a unique way to apply negative pressure to a variety of wound types using gauze as the interface. The principle gauze used is Kerlix™ AMD (Covidien), which is coated with polyhexamethylene biguanide (PHMB). This is an antiseptic agent which has been shown to have a broad spectrum with low toxicity. No resistant organisms are known (Consensus document, 2010).

The growth of this method of wound management has led to a number of systems becoming available, and this, in turn, has led to the development of new dressing techniques.

The impact of negative pressure on wounds has revolutionised the way that we treat patients and, above all, has helped in the management of large, heavily exuding wounds, where traditional dressings may not have coped.
The combination of gauze, which does not have to be cut, and the Port drainage device, leads to a technique that is quick and easy to apply.

Case report one
An elderly female patient presented with a chronic ulcer on the upper surface of her left foot and chronic leg ulcers. She had a history of vascular disease and had been offered amputation due to the longstanding nature of the foot ulcers.

The ulcer measured approximately 5x3cm (Figure 1). There was a thin layer of fibrin on the wound, which also had a layer of silver fibre from the previous dressing remaining on the wound bed. There were no signs of infection, however, exudate levels were heavy and difficult to manage. The sole of the patient's foot was becoming macerated due to exudate leaking onto the good skin. There was also a degree of malodour from the wound which was affecting the patient as she still had an active social life.

After three days of negative pressure wound therapy at -80mmHg, the gauze dressing was removed to reveal a noticeable improvement in the granulation tissue on the wound bed.

Despite the awkward site of the wound, the Gauze and Port application system were relatively easy to apply, naturally fill the contours of the wound bed (St Mart et al, 2009)

They do not adhere to the wound bed

Gauze is more conformable to the smaller, confined areas in the wound, and thus is easier to treat undermining

Gauze can be wrapped around a channel drain and inserted into fistula for drainage, and is also more conformable to fit into small apertures.

These advantages have been highlighted previously (Jeffery, 2009).

Gauze-based wound interfaces are now recognised as viable options to foam dressings for certain wound types, particularly where the wound bed and edges are irregular in shape, as the gauze can simply be placed into the wound without having to be cut (Jeffery, 2009). In addition, Malmso et al (2009) have demonstrated in laboratory studies that similar blood flow and pressure distribution can be achieved by using either gauze or foam wound interfaces.

New techniques
To simplify negative pressure dressing techniques further, Smith and Nephew have developed the Renasys™ Gauze and Port system (Figure 3). A small hole is cut in the drape and the Port (suction tubing) is placed directly over. The combination of gauze, which does not have to be cut, and the Port application device, leads to a technique that is quick and easy to apply. As there is no need to use a hydrocolloid paste or to track a drainage tube from the wound site, a seal is more easily created than previous dressing methods.

Wounds which have massive tissue loss and large areas of undermining, as seen in the subsequent case reports, will achieve better exudate management with the use of a drainage device (Jeffery, 2009).

Case reports using the Renasys Gauze and Port system
The following case reports demonstrate the use of gauzed-based negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) using the Renasys Gauze and Port system to achieve suction.

Figure 1. Image of chronic ulcer on the foot at initial presentation.
A thin hydrocolloid dressing was applied around the wound edge to help provide a seal for the drape (Figures 2 and 3).

After a further three days of negative pressure therapy at -80mmHg, the dressing was removed. There was no pain or trauma on removal. Figure 4 shows the improvement in the wound bed. Granulation tissue was now present and the small sloughy areas were reducing further in size. Most importantly, the exudate from the wound had been managed appropriately and had not leaked onto the sole of the foot.

The patient found the dressing comfortable and was pleased with the result.

The wound continued to improve and after 10 days the wound bed was re-epithelialising and had areas of healthy granulation tissue (Figure 5).

Case report two: IED injuries

The following patients were treated at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham following injuries sustained by improvised explosive devices (IEDs). The injuries were significant and the patients required major surgical intervention. Following wound debridement, the patients’ wounds were treated with gauze-based NPWT. This involved the application of AMD gauze, clear drapes and the Renasys Gauze and Port system was used to achieve suction. Due to the size of the wounds and the volume of fluid, the Renasys™ Ez Plus device was used. This is a larger therapy system which is able to cope with greater volumes of fluid and extensive wounds. It also has a 40-hour battery life, which is beneficial when patients are being transferred from areas of conflict.

Figure 6 shows a patient in theatre following extensive debridement of limb injuries, while Figure 7 shows the Renasys Gauze and Port system in place with the gauze wound interface. The patient also has drains in situ to manage exudate from the deeper cavities in the wound.

Figure 8 demonstrates the application of the Renasys Gauze and Port system in another patient following IED trauma. The improvement in the wound when using this negative pressure therapy system can be seen in Figure 9 with the development of granulation tissue to the wound bed.
Figure 10. Removal of debris from a bullet wound.

Figure 11. Versajet debridement of the wound.

Figure 12. Application of Renasys Gauze and Port.

the exudate from the wound, while also allowing for rapid granulation of the wound bed.

Conclusion
The evolution of dressing interfaces in NPWT has led to an increase in the number of patients who can benefit from the therapy. As more clinicians gain experience with the products and new applications are developed, techniques become simpler to apply, thereby reducing the time taken to carry out the procedure.

The Renasys Gauze and Port system has reduced the time taken to apply negative pressure to patients’ wounds, and has also made the application simpler. The clinical outcomes in these cases are visible and the authors found an improvement in symptom management with respect to exudate and odour control.

As experience with this type of therapy progresses, more positive developments will be seen with the potential to benefit patient care and make life easier for the clinician.

Key points
- Negative pressure dressings have the potential to help patients with a variety of wound types.
- By managing large wounds with heavy levels of exudate, negative pressure helps to improve patients’ quality of life.
- Developing dressing techniques that make application simpler and quicker is a key part of improving care for patients and reducing staff time when applying dressings.
- The Renasys Gauze and Port dressing system is a simple way to apply effective NPWT.
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